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The new CMA
On 1 April 2014, the Competition and Markets 
Authority (CMA) took over UK competition enforce-
ment responsibilities from the Office of Fair Trading 
(OFT) and the Competition Commission (CC). This 
overview mostly covers cases still handled by the 
previous authorities but also some of the decisions of 
the new CMA, most of which were handed over by the 
former authorities.

Merger control
During the past year of dual enforcement by the CC 
and the OFT, there were only two findings of substan-
tial lessening of competition (SLC), where remedies 
were imposed or undertakings accepted. One of these, 
a three-to-two merger in the market for kaolin (also 
known as china clay), involved the CC imposing a 
price cap remedy on two manufacturers of the product, 
Imerys and Goonvean’s.

A price cap remedy was also part of the undertak-
ings offered in the merger between Breedon Aggregates 
and Aggregate Industries UK and accepted by the 
CMA in July 2014. The remedies included not only 
the divestiture of an asphalt plant and of a ready-mix 
concrete plant, but also price cap undertakings for the 
sale of asphalt produced in one of the areas where the 
merged entity will operate. These two examples are 
notable given how rarely price cap remedies have been 
seen in mergers in the recent past.

Looking at trends in tools of analysis relied upon 
by the authorities in the last year, it is worth noting a 
continued focus on the use of customer surveys and 
catchment areas to assess closeness of substitution 
and delimit relevant markets. Salient in the use of 
customer surveys is the use of a price rise question and 
a store closure question, enabling a direct assessment 
of sensitivity of answers to the form of the question. It 
reinforces the importance of survey design issues and 
suggests that parties should engage with the competi-
tion authorities during the planning stages of their own 
consumer survey work.

‘Catchment areas’ constitute another method that 
has been consistently used for market definition and 
analysis of closeness of competition. In particular, the 

usual ‘80 per cent’ catchment area approach has been 
extended with the use of uplifts that test how sensitive 
catchment area delimitations are and how significantly 
that might affect the analysis of closeness of competi-
tion between geographically close suppliers.

By contrast, there has been relatively little use of 
price pressure analyses this year and merger simulation 
has been rarely used.

Last year saw an important clarification of the term 
‘substantial’ within the concept of a ‘substantial lessen-
ing of competition’. The UK Competition Appeals 
Tribunal (CAT) dismissed an appeal by Global Radio 
Holdings against a CC decision that its acquisition of 
GMG Radio led to an SLC in certain radio advertis-
ing markets and could proceed only subject to Global 
Radio Holdings divesting radio stations. Global Radio 
Holdings argued that any lessening of competition 
arising from the merger was not substantial since a 
substantial lessening of competition must be ‘large’, 
‘considerable’ or ‘weighty’ in absolute terms. The CAT 
held that the CC was correct to find an SLC where a 
merger has a ‘significant effect on rivalry over time’ on a 
particular market (however small in size or geographic 
scope) and that it did not need to demonstrate that that 
lessening was large in absolute terms.

Important guidance on procedural and substantive 
aspects of UK merger control in the future was also 
given in December 2013 in a decision by the CAT 
which overturned an SLC decision by the CC on the 
Eurotunnel acquisition of SeaFrance. On disclosure, 
it is acceptable for the authorities to withhold certain 
confidential evidence while disclosing only the ‘gist’ 
of it so that the parties understood the case against 
them and could make appropriate submissions. On 
obligations to consult, the CC was required to consult 
not only Eurotunnel, but also any other party (such as 
the workers’ cooperative) that might be affected by its 
intended remedies, including by disclosing its working 
paper on remedies. On remedies, the CC has a broad 
discretion in imposing merger remedies, provided that 
they are proportionate and as comprehensive as possi-
ble in addressing the SLC identified by it. Furthermore, 
in determining that the remedy was proportionate, the 
CC was not obliged to take account of job losses were 
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Eurotunnel to cease operating ferries at Dover, since 
no remedy short of that prohibition would have been 
effective.

There are 29 merger cases open as of July 2014. 
Looking forward, some of the changes introduced 
with the new CMA, which are likely to have an impact 
on merger control in the UK, both procedurally and 
substantively, include:
•  new hold-separate powers;
•  much more extensive Phase I notification forms;
•  the new 40-day statutory timetable for Phase I 

mergers;
•  new information-gathering powers;
•  some overlap between the Phase I and Phase II case 

teams;
•  and a new remedies process at Phase I.

Criminal cartel enforcement
The CMA’s commitment in its 2014/15 Annual Plan 
to prosecute criminal cartel offences effectively will 
build on a late success for the outgoing OFT. Indeed, 
in February, Peter Snee, formerly of Franklin Hodge 
Industries, pleaded guilty to the charge of ‘dishonestly 
agreeing with others to divide customers, fix prices and 
rig bids between 2004 and 2012 in respect of the supply 
in the UK of galvanised steel tanks for water storage’. 
The CMA seamlessly picked up the case and by June 
had already initiated criminal proceedings against two 
other individuals, Clive Dean and Nicholas Stringer, 
the former directors of Kondea Water Supplies and 
Galglass, respectively.

This may herald a change of fortunes for criminal 
cartel enforcement in the UK relative to the CMA’s 
predecessor, the OFT, and its somewhat chequered his-
tory in criminal proceedings. Indeed, since 2003, when 
the criminal offence entered into force, there had been 
only one successful prosecution, while a particularly 
low point was reached with the British Airways execu-
tives’ trial collapse in 2010.

In addition, the CMA is set to face a lower convic-
tion threshold after The Enterprise and Regulatory 
Reform Act 2013 removed from the offence the 
requirement to prove dishonesty (applicable to pros-
ecution for conduct taking place after 1 April 2014). 

This new legislation and the general drive to increase 
prosecutions are loud reminders of the risks facing 
non-compliant companies and individuals in the UK.

Jurisdiction on follow on competition damages 
cases
In late 2013, the UK Court of Appeal has handed down 
far-reaching judgements on the jurisdiction of English 
courts to hear follow-on damages claims for competi-
tion infringements in the EU.

Deutsche Bahn v Morgan Crucible concerned 
claims for damages following the EU Commission’s 
finding of a cartel in carbon and graphite products. The 
Court judged that English purchasers of the goods in 
question could sue in England on the grounds that the 
harm arose in England, even when none of the defend-
ants were UK domiciled and the goods were purchased 
from non-UK sources. This extends English courts’ 
jurisdiction to actions by indirect purchasers to recover 
losses caused by international cartels.

In Ryanair v Esso Italian, Ryanair argued that a 
clause which gave exclusive jurisdiction to English 
courts in a contract could also be extended to other 
non-specified breaches such as a claim for damages due 
to Esso Italian’s participation in a jet fuel price fixing 
cartel. While the Court of Appeal held that the con-
tractual claim could not be extended to cover a breach 
of article 101 of the TFEU, the case actually widens the 
scope of the English courts to hear future competition 
claims as the Court rejected the idea that just because 
there was an exclusive jurisdiction clause for one type 
of harm, that did not mean all types of claims were then 
bound for it.

WH Newson Holding v IMI, concerned follow-on 
damages following the finding of an infringement in 
a copper tubes cartel where the claimants attempted 
to plead their case on the basis of conspiracy by the 
defendants. Although the Court rejected the conspiracy 
claim on the grounds that the claim in question did not 
satisfy a follow-on claim for which they had jurisdiction, 
the Court opened the possibility of future conspiracy 
claims being heard by the CAT by the end of 2014 when 
restrictions on the CAT hearing only follow-on dam-
ages cases are lifted.
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Paula Ramada is a partner at London Economics in 
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Paula leads the firm’s engagements with interna-
tional law firms, providing assistance in assessing and 
quantifying cartel damages. These cases reflect the 
emerging trend for private actions following on from 
European Commission cartel decisions. The work that 
Paula leads at London Economics is at the forefront of 
this challenging and growing area of applied econom-
ics. London Economics’ engagements have included 
the following cartels: Marine Hoses; Elevators and 
Escalators; Gas Insulated Switchgears; Car Glass; and 
Air Cargo. Paula has also worked with the financial 
services area of LE to develop a methodology to assess 
damages in the Libor and Euribor rate-setting cases.

Paula’s other antitrust work has considered issues 
of market definition, joint dominance and abuse of 
dominance in a wide range of sectors including water, 

electricity, telecoms and financial sector. Paula has 
also led a number of studies on the economic impact 
of hard-core cartels and on the relative effectiveness of 
different penalty regimes.

Paula has, on three different occasions, worked 
on secondment at the UK Competition Commission, 
where she was the lead economist in two merger in-
vestigations, and in the first appeal to the Competition 
Commission under the rules of the gas market Uniform 
Network Code.

Prior to joining London Economics, Paula was 
a visiting professor at London Business School and, 
before that, an assistant professor of economics at 
Northwestern University in the United States. Paula 
completed her PhD in economics at MIT, specialising 
in microeconomics and finance.
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London Economics is a leading European economics consultancy specialising in 
all aspects of competition work, including antitrust, merger review, dominance, 
litigation support, state aid, intellectual property, damages estimation and regulatory 
economics. Based in London, London Economics also has offices in Cardiff, Dublin, 
Brussels and Budapest, and associated offices in Paris and Valetta. London Economics 
is part of the Indecon International Economic Consultancy Group (headquartered in 
Dublin).

Ever since its formation in 1986, London Economics has worked with a range of 
national competition authorities, legal practices and other clients in over 80 countries. 
Recent assignments have included advising the European Commission’s Competition 
Directorate, as well as national competition authorities, regulatory authorities and the 
private sector in the UK, continental Europe, Hong Kong and Malta.

Based on a thorough understanding of the economic forces driving markets, 
industries and company decision-making processes within specific institutional, 
legal and regulatory environments, London Economics brings the powerful tools 
of economic and econometric analysis to bear on problems faced by companies, 
competition bodies, regulators and policy makers in a rigorous and practical way 
that is focused on the needs of the client. London Economics is strengthening its 
presence in the new member states and accession states of the EU and aims to 
continue providing clients with high quality expert assistance in competition and state 
aid cases, regulatory issues, and contractual and trade disputes as the demand for 
economics-based advice continues to increase.
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